
Investment Portfolio 
Management Platform

The client is a large investment 
company based in London.


Case Study

Results

Financial platform with more 

than 63,000+ investors 

and £10.6 billion funds 

under management.

Challenge

The customer, a financial services company, helps investors invest funds into 
sectors that tackle climate change and address inequality. They approached 
Euristiq to help them with the modernization of a legacy system that 
manages investments.


Tools and Technologies

ASP.NET MVC | SQL | HTML/CSS/Bootstrap | JavaScript/TypeScript | .NET Core 

| Entity Framework Core | Kafka | RabbitMQ | Azure Blob Storage | Azure 

Storage Queue | Azure WebJob | Angular 6/7/8 | RxJs | Node | Sentry | VSTS | 

Docker | Azure/AWS

Scope of work

1. Decision on the technical stack; 2. Integration with payment system; 3. UI/UX 
design; 4. Front-end/back-end development; 5. Quality Assurance; 

6. Participation in product management; 7. Requirements elaboration



Solutions
Internal management system for a 
financial enterprise

Intelligent automation

New investors portfolio flow 

The platform is an intermediary for financial operations 
between the investment enterprise that collects all the 
data about investors and a third-party system that 
documents all financial transactions. Euristiq 
empowered the app with functionality that made sure 
the data was displayed and synchronized correctly.

We contributed to the development of new features, 
front-end development, quality assurance, and also 
participated in UI/UX design and requirements 
elaboration. The result of our cooperation is a solution 
that collects information from various sources about 
investors, products, and portfolios, and minimizes the 
human factor in information management.

Euristiq team developed a new portfolio flow that is 
more complicated than the previous one. It contains 
information about investments, withdrawals, bank 
accounts, investors, advisors, etc., and has the 
functionality to manage finances by creating 
payments, adding and deleting bank accounts, 
withdrawals, changing investment settings.
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